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Introduction
It is widely accepted that AGN are powered by accretion of
matter in the form of a thin disc onto a central supermassive
black hole (BH). It is also often supposed that the broad UV
peak (‘‘big blue bump’’) of their Spectral Energy
Distribution (SED) is due to the disc emission.
To a first approximation, the disc emission should be
governed by three key parameters: the BH mass (MBH),
spin (α*), and mass accretion rate ( M˙ ). One way to
investigate how these parameters determine the observable
attributes of AGN is to compare the SEDs of large number
of sources, covering the widest possible range of these
parameters, with the model predictions. 
We present preliminary results from the comparison of
accretion disc model predictions with “colour-luminosity”
plots of hundred of quasars, using data from the SDSS,
Data Release 7 (DR7) catalague. 
The Data
We use data from Shen et al (2011, ApJS, 194, 45). The
authors presented a compilation of continuum and emission
line properties of the 105,783 quasars in the SDSS DR7
quasar catalog, as well as other quantities such as radio
properties, and flags indicating broad absorption line
quasars, etc. Our original sample is composed of objects
which satistify the following criteria: 
i) uniform_flag=1, ii) radio loudness R<10, and
ii)iii) BAL_flag=0.
Froms this sample, we constructed two sub-samples: 
a ) The “low-z” sample: Objects with simultaneous 5100
and 3000 Å luminosity measurements and log(L5100)>44.5
(in order to avoid substantial host galaxy contamination in
this band, see Shen et al, 2011). There are 6,654 objects in
this sample, with redshidfts: 0.3<z<0.8. 
b) The “high-z” sample: Objects with simultaneous 3000
and 1350 Å luminosity measurements. There are 4,860
objects in this sample, with redshidfts: 1.81<z<2.06. 
We computed “colour indices”, CI, and the “total”
luminosity, Ltot, of each object in the two samples as
follows: 
CI(3000-5100)=Log(L3000/L5100)  &   Ltot=L5100+L3000
CI(3000-1350)=Log(L1350/L3000)   &   Ltot=L1350+L3000
We then constructed “colour-luminosity” plots. 
The Model
We considered the OPTXAGNF model in XSPEC (Done et al,
2012, MNRAS, 430, 1848). This model combines the emission
from: i) the disc, ii) optically thick, low temperature
thermal Comptonisation (the “soft-excess” component), and
from opt ica l ly th in , h igh tempera ture themal
Comptonisation (the “X-ray power-law component”). The
model assumes that the gravitational energy released in the
disc at each radius is emitted as a (colour temperature
corrected) blackbody only down to a given radius, Rcor. 
Below this radius, the model assumes that the energy can
no longer completely thermalise, and is distributed between
powering the soft-excess component and the X-ray power-
law. The total luminosity available to power the SED is
Ltot=ϵ M˙ c
2, where the efficiency, ϵ, is set by black hole
spin, assuming Novikov-Thorne emissivity. 
The model parameters are: 
MBH, log(λ), α*, Rcor, kTe, τ, Γ, and fpl 
(λEdd=L/LEdd, and fpl determines the fraction of the power below Rcor
which is emitted in the hard comptonisation component). 
We considered two versions of the disc model:
Model A: a “bare” acrretion disc model where Rcor=rin (i.e.
the disc extends to the radius of the inerrmost stable
circular orbit, rin).
Model B: Rcor=60rg, f pl∝ λEdd
−0.75 , kTe=0.2 keV, and τ=10.
The first constrain is consistent with accretion disc size
estimates from quasar microlensing studies (Mosquera et al.
2013, ApJ, 769, 53), and recent Uv/optical correlation studies
(Edelson et al. 2015, ApJ, 806,1; Shappee et al. 2014, ApJ, 788, 48). The
second represents the Lbol/L2-10keV vs λEdd relation of Lusso
et al. (2012, MNRAS, 425, 623).
For both models, we considered 5 λEdd (0.01,0.05, 0.1, 0.5
and 1), 7 MBH (108-101 0 MSUN) and 3 spin values: α*=0,
0.676 and 1, and we calculated, for all model parameters,
the model CI and Ltot values.  
Results
Figure 1 shows the low-z and high-z colour-luminosity
plots (black and brown points in the left and right panels,
respectively). 
Figure 1: The observed “colour-luminosity” plots of the low-z and high-z
sample (left and right panels, respectively). Solid lines indicate the model A
colour-luminosity plots for various accretion rates, BH mass and spin
(decreasing from top to bottom panels). 
Model A
The solid lines in Fig.1 indicate the Model A predictions for
3 different BH spin values: α*=0.998, 0.676 (when rin=3rg)
and 0 (from top to bottom). 
The 'bare' accretion disc model predictions cannot explain
the observed “colour-luminosity” plots, especially in the
low-z sample.
✔ The observed plots show a scatter which is
significantly larger than the model predictions. The
model predicts “colours” roughly equal to 0.1-0.2,
irrespective of Ltot and BH spin, while the observations
indicate a much larger range of both “bluer” and
“redder” (than the model) colours (i.e. dust redening
alone cannot account for the discrepancy between the
model and the observed colour-luminosity plots). 
✔ There is a large number of data points with “colours”
which are “bluer” than the Model A predictions in the
high-z sample plot.
✔ There is a significant number of points with lower
luminosity and redder colours than the Model A
predictions in the case when  α*=1.
Model B
Figure 2 shows the Model B predictions. 
✔ There is a large number of quasars in the low-z sample
with colours which are bluer and redder than the Model
B predictions in the case when α*=0 and 0.676 (left
panels,  top and middle rows in Fig. 2). 
✔ The Model B, α*=1 predictions are compatible with the
observed colour-luminosity plots of both the low and
high-z samples. 
However:
✔ Model B cannot account for the very red colours of
some low luminosity quasars. 
✔ The diagonal, dashed limes in the bottom panels of Fig.
2 indicate the constant λEdd=0.1-0.5 (left panels), and
λEdd=0.5-1 (right panels) model tracks. Such lines
should determine the upper colour limit in the colour
luminosity plots. This is not the case. 
For example, the Model B, α*=1 predictions imply a
significant overdensity of observed colours in the
[MBH=5×108-109/λEdd= 0 . 5 - 1 ] b o x , t h a n i n t h e
[MBH=2.5×108-2.5×108/λEdd=0.5-1] box, in the high-z
sample plot (bottom plot) of Fig. 2. If real, this would imply
a λEdd-MBH correlation, which is difficult to explain.
Figure 2: The observed “colour-luminosity” plots of the low-z and high-z
sample (left and right panels, respectively). Solid lines indicate the model B
colour-luminosity plots for various accretion rates, BH mass and spin
(decreasing from top to bottom panels). 
Conclusions
We have constructed colour-luminosity plots using data
from the SDSS, DR7 quasar catalogue of Shen et al. (2011).
We have also computed accretion disc model colour-
luminosity plots, assuming various accretion rate, BH mass
and spin values.  
✓The 'bare' accretion disc model predictions do not
agree with the observed colour-luminosity plots,
spcially in the case of the low-z quasars.
✓The accretion disc models agree with the observed
colour-luminosity plots, as long as: i) the BH is
maximally spinning, and ii) the emission from the
i n n e r d i s c e m e r g e s i n t h e f o r m o f l o w
temperature/optically thick Comptonized emission
rather than as a blackbody. 
We plan: i) to study the effects of dust reddening to the
model colour-luminosity plots, and ii) to predict the
distribution of BH mass and accretion rate that are
necessary for the model to reproduce the observed colour-
luminosity plots, and compare the results with past studies.
